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Tourist Attractions

- Porto de Galinhas is a beautiful beach attraction you can visit in Brazil.

The second attraction that is very cool is you could visit the UFO Museum which is called Museu de Arte Contemporanea.

Another best tourist attraction is the national park where you can hike. This tourist attraction is called Aparados da Serra.
National Park. Another best attraction is the train ride which is called Curitiba-Paranagua Train Ride.
Food in Brazil

The first food that is so crazy in Brazil is meat pie. Meat pie has beans and pork in it. Another really common food in Brazil BBQ what they eat for barbecue is chicken hearts and wild boar. It doesn't take all this in Brazil is Picanha. One thing for dessert in Brazil is a chocolate truffle. In Brazil the chocolate truffles are called Brigadeiros.

The last food I would like to talk about is Brazilian cheese bread.

What they call cheese bread in Brazil is Pão de queijo.
Holidays/Traditions in Brazil

Some holidays in Brazil are New Year's Day. New Year's Day is celebrated on Wed, Jan 1, 2020 this year. The second holiday that I would like to talk about is Carnival Day. Carnival Day is on Feb 24–25, 2020. The third holiday in Brazil that I can talk about is Shrove Tuesday. This holiday lands on Tue, Feb 25, 2020. The last holiday that I want to tell you guys is Good Friday. Good Friday is on Fri, Apr 10, 2020.
Wildlife

The first wildlife animal that I would like to be talking about is a sloth. A sloth is a really slow animal but it's a really unique animal.

The II animal I would like to talk about is the red-eyed tree frog. Did you know that this frog is a poisonous frog and it shoots Venom out of its tongue.

The third animal that I would like to talk about is an ostrich. It's the biggest Brazilian bird.
The last animal that I would like to talk about is the best bird that I know. The bird is called a parrot.
good friday
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